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RATIONALE & THEMES
Set in the days leading up to Good
Friday 1014, this novel tells the story of
the Battle of Clontarf through the eyes of
four young people and their parents. It
is a complex story, and the truth of what
really happened is buried in the mists of
time. It is a story familiar to generations of
Irish people, to whom the person of the
elderly king Brian laying down his life for
his people in his hour of victory is familiar
from childhood history books. Through
the pages of this beautifully written novel
we come to understand something of the
lives of the ordinary men and women
caught up in kingly disputes that led to the
last great battle in Clontarf. And we come
to appreciate too that migration and the
intermingling of different cultures has long
been a positive feature of Irish life.
Themes which might be explored in this
book include:
 Friendship and loyalty
 Sibling relationships
 Decision-making /making choices
 Courage and conviction
 Families and homes
 Bereavement and loss
 Myth and legend

SUMMARY
April 1014.The streets of Dublin in Sitric
Silkbeard’s kingdom are bustling and
busy. Dublin has for many years been a
prosperous place, under Sitric’s rule. But
ever since he was defeated at the battle
of Gleann Máma, Sitric has resented the
exploitation of Dublin’s resources and
now prepares to do battle with his old
enemy, his father-in-law and High King of
Ireland, Brian Boru.
Brian is wise, with a love of learning and
respect for the Christian Church, which
he has long supported by endowing
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monasteries. Like Sitric, he has promoted
prosperity and an enlightened tolerance
among his subjects. Vikings have now been
in Dublin for over two hundred years and
many have married Irish women. Elva,
one of our young heroes, has Viking and
Irish dual-heritage: her Norse father works
as a blacksmith while her Irish mother is a
healer and baker.
The country has been relatively at peace
since Brian became the leader of the most
powerful army in the land. Until now he
has been successful in his attempts to keep
the Irish kings and chieftains united under
his rule. But, as the story begins, Sitric and
the Dublin Norsemen have invited their
allies from the Scandinavian lands to help
them end the power of the Munstermen.
King Brian’s soldiers and his other Irish
allies are camped, while fast approaching
across the seas are scores of longboats, led
by Sigurd of Orkney and Brodir from the
Isle of Man. They will come ashore near
the forest known as Tomar’s Wood.
After a bloody and hard-fought battle,
Brian’s men overcome his enemies. But
his son Murrough and grandson Turlough
are killed. (Sitric is the only leader who
survived, possibly because he had stayed
within the town walls.) As he prays, Brian
is slain by Brodir, who flees the battle. The
invaders, realising too late that the tide has
come in, are trapped and many drown.
Dara, Skari, Elva and Arna are caught
up in the complicated world of adult
rivalries and hostilities and, as the novel
unfolds, their understanding of each
other’s cultures and traditions grows. They
come to appreciate that there is much to
respect and value in both Norse and Irish
heritage and, faced with ethical dilemmas,
each of them delves deep within to find
the courage to make the most difficult
decisions wisely and with honour.
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APPROACH
For the purposes of this exploration, the
novel has been divided into four units,
though clearly the pace at which the
story is read depends on the teacher and
on the interest and interactions of the
children. Discussion points and activities,
many literacy- and language-based, are
suggested for each unit. The book features
a comprehensive Afterword, which
summarises the most important historical
events, and describes in detail the people
and places featured in the novel.

Prologue and Part 1
16–17 April 1014
pp7–49
SUMMARY: PROLOGUE
Dara is woken by the uncomfortable
feeling that someone or something is
nearby, watching him. He glimpses
something white and it appears to be
whispering in the ears of his sleeping
comrades. Elva too is awake, but she is on
the trail of her sister Alva, who is making
her way towards the Irish camp.

SUMMARY: PART 1
Dara and Turlough pause on a ridge,
looking down on Dublin, the town ruled
by Sitric Silkbeard. They have marched
from Dalcassia and both boys are tired and
footsore, though they’d never admit it.
They are very glad of the food and warmth
of the fires at camp and, exhausted, they
fall asleep. Dara wakes to see a white
creature, and follows it to the Liffey. A
young girl suddenly appears. This is Elva,
daughter of Weland, a Norse blacksmith,
and Birgit, an Irish healer. After a brief
conversation, she runs off, back towards
her family’s longhouse. Her parents are
anxious about the forthcoming battle and
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about her sister Arna, whose behaviour
has become increasingly strange. Why,
Elva thinks, does Arna whisper in the ears
of Irish soldiers?
Like Dara, Skari is one of the youngest of
the warriors, and, like Dara, would never
complain. That is not the Norse way. But as
they land the boats upriver he is excited to
see King Sitric and Queen Kormlada. Mael
Mordha, King of Leinster (and Kormlada’s
brother), is also in attendance. The smell
of freshly baked cakes marked with the
hammer of Thor – or is it the Christian
cross? – draws him to Arna’s trestle. He
barely notices the queen arrive, and with
her the man his father had told him to
avoid: Brodir, one of the fiercest warriors
in the world. Kormlada invites Arna to the
palace on the following day. Skari takes his
leave, hoping to meet pretty Arna again.

DISCUSSION POINTS
Read the title of the book and think
about what it might mean. Look at the
illustration and text on the cover (front
and back), searching for clues about
what might happen in the novel. Open
page 3 (the title page) and consider
the font, the ‘watermark’ image, and
the image of the sword. Does the
title make you want to read on? Is it a
suitable title? (You might reassess your
opinion when you get to the end of the
book.) Read, and take a moment to
think about, the chapter titles. Discuss
your predictions about content with
your partner/whole class, and say what
triggered these – was it text/illustration/
prior knowledge etc? Make a note of
your predictions, leaving room to revise
as the story develops and you get more
information.
 Prologue: Discuss the build-up of
tension, the ‘punchy’ sentences and
phrases on pages 7 and 8. Why do
you think the sentences and questions
are so short eg ‘Watching him.’ ‘Was
it a cat?’ Why has the author used the
words ‘someone’, ‘something’ ‘some
kind’? What effect do these words
have? Do you think this device moves
the story along and is it important that it
does so? Are you, the reader, engaged
yet? Can you say why/why not?
 The pace changes considerably after
the break (known as a ‘sort’) on page 8,
when we meet Elva and Arna. Consider
how the author uses imagery/adjectival
phrases/comparatives etc to build our
picture of the main characters and
create atmosphere. [eg Elva is ‘Silent as
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a cat’ – think of the use of this simile.
What characteristics does a cat have?
What does this tell the reader about
Elva? What do the adjectives used to
describe her clothes tell us? eg calfskin
boots – soft but strong; a saffron cloak
– saffron is an extremely precious spice,
exotic, unusual and used sparingly due
to its properties. Arna has ‘silvery eyes’:
silver is a semi-precious metal etc.]
Consider carefully the writing in the
prologue from the opening three-word
sentence to the final dramatic sentence:
‘Then the boy turned and saw her …’
 Read closely pages 15–17. You might
annotate (eg underline, circle and/
or highlight) on the attached jpg on
the IWB (see Demo-writing sample),
or simply make a note of the words/
phrases the author uses to build your
knowledge and add to your mental
picture of the situation or environment
in which the story will play out ie the
city of Dublin at the time, its inhabitants
and their way of life.
 With your partner, discuss your first
impressions of Dara, Elva and one other
character introduced in the prologue
and /or opening chapter. Consider the
traits they appear to possess, and your
initial response to meeting them.
 Many of the characters comment on
the morality of war. Elva’s mother says
‘there is nothing too honourable about
men and boys slashing each other to
pieces’ (p28) and Elva is torn between
finding the unrest ‘quite exciting’ and
being worried about her father (p30).
Ragnall tells Skari that ‘War is not
beautiful or noble; it’s a mean, dirty
business’ (p41); Ospak believed that
the high king’s war was ‘a just one’
(p24). Working in groups, each person
might take the position of a particular
character eg Elva, Dara’s mother Lia,
Ragnall, Ospak, Dara etc, and explore
their feelings about the impending
battle. Take into account, for example,
that while the men fight, the women
are left to wait and worry about who
they will have to bury afterwards. And
perhaps that going to war to defend
your people from aggression isn’t
the same as turning up somewhere
otherwise peaceful because you want
to take it by force etc. When you
have discussed and analysed how
the characters might feel about the
impending war, you might hold a class
debate on the motion: ‘War is not
beautiful or noble; it’s a mean, dirty
business. It’s never justified.’
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WRITING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
Great oak trees, young ferns, prickly gorse
and hawthorn, stoats, wild boars and
wolves are among the flora and fauna
mentioned in the prologue. Can you find
and list others as you read through the
novel? You might make plaster-of-Paris
moulds of animal tracks/leaf imprints,
and write clear instructions for the
method used. For information on making
moulds see this page from InTouch:
content.yudu.com/Library/A217jq/
InTouchJanuaryFebrua/resources/62.htm

1. Visualisation
Have you ever woken at night and felt
afraid or touched an object that seemed
unfamiliar in the darkness? Think of
sounds you might have heard. Did you
see shapes that seemed frightening?
Close your eyes and imagine waking and
feeling afraid. Write a paragraph or two
describing how you feel: is your heart
thumping? Does your mouth go dry? Do
you feel you can’t or don’t want to move?
Now write a paragraph or two from Dara’s
point of view, saying how he felt when he
woke knowing ‘something or someone
was near him.’

2. Omens
Though nominally Christian, many Irish
people were very superstitious in 1014
and believed in premonitions, signs and
omens. When Dara sees a yellow butterfly
take flight he thinks it is ‘a good omen’
(p19). Hravn One-Eye is said to have
‘secret wisdom’ and is brought on the
voyage from Orkney purely because he
can ‘foretell the future’ (p38). Make a list
of common Irish superstitions – think of
salt, ladders, magpies, black cats etc. Do
you think that it is possible for us to ‘read
the future’ or to change our fortunes?

3. Visualisation
Work as an historian as you re-read to
clarify and to deepen your understanding
and enjoyment. Make a note of phrases
and words that build up a picture of early
society in Dublin and in the surrounding
countryside. If you note each feature
of the local environment eg the narrow
streets … the ‘dirty lanes, low long-houses
…’ as you finish each chapter, you might
then draw a map and/or build a 3D
representation of Dublin at the turn of the
11th century when you finish the book.

4. Journeys
Dara and the Irish soldiers are at the end
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of their long, hard and dangerous march
from Dalcassia to Dublin (p18) while the
men of Orkney are at the end of a long
and difficult voyage (p35). Picture yourself
and your classmates on one of these
journeys and write a piece describing the
hardships endured, the lighter moments,
the fun, the humour, the fears etc.

5. Perceptions
Our friends and family have differing
perceptions of us: Dara’s father is proud
of his son for having shown courage
on the march (p17), the older soldiers
consider him a general dogsbody (p24),
his mother fears he is too young etc.
Choose a character and write about him/
her from different perspectives. Say how,
for example, Skari/Kormlada/Elva each
views Arna, or how Brodir/Dara/Turlough/
Kormlada each views Brian Boru etc. Think
about how other people see you and try to
write their description of you. You might
describe how your teacher/carer/friend/
sibling/principal each sees you.

6. Descriptive Writing
With your partner or class, agree on five
or six attributes or physical characteristics
of a person/place and then write a short
description in two ways: firstly a purely
factual description and secondly using
images, similes and word pictures as the
author did in these pages. Read your
descriptions and discuss. Three days later,
see which description you/they most
remember. Does this tell you anything
about the power of descriptive writing?

Part 2
18–19 April 1014
pp53–79
SUMMARY
These pages tell of the first meeting
between Dara and Skari, boys from
different backgrounds but with much in
common. Dara has just been given his
late brother’s sword, said to have magical
powers, and King Brian laid his hand in
blessing on his head. As Dara and Niall
discuss rumours of the strange white
creature frequenting the camp, Turlough
invites them on a scouting trip. Spotted by
Norse soldiers, Dara finds himself trapped
by a boy not much older than he. When
he pushes his knife into the boy’s leg, he is
first angry then horrified to realise he has
cut into human flesh. But it is the shock
at seeing the boy’s eyes – eyes that might
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have been his own – that causes him to
faint. He is stunned to see that the boy is
physically similar to him in almost every
respect. Skari of Orkney, though slightly
older, could be Dara’s twin.
Elva has also noticed the similarities and
thinks it odd that the boys should look
so alike. But she is more concerned that
her step-sister Arna has changed so much
recently. Elva misses the Arna who had
protected her from those who had mocked
her dual heritage, and suspects that the
change is due to the influence of Queen
Kormlada. At their home Birgit is tending
to Skari’s wounds. Released by Turlough,
he had made his way to the town wall and
been rescued by Weland. Now he learns
about Kormlada – her beauty and her
alleged powers – as he recovers.

DISCUSSION POINTS
When we first meet Dara, he is looking
forward to the coming war. Now he
begins to think seriously about what it
means to kill a human being: he feels
‘fear and rage and disgust’ (p59) at
having wounded Skari, and understands
that he has been trying to kill ‘a real
person’ (pp59, 61). Can you think of
situations when you or your family
might feel it right to kill or seriously
injure another person? Working in
groups, scan a selection of newspaper
reports about violent incidents and see
if you can agree on when it was right/
wrong for the participants involved
to use extreme force in the situations
reported.
 ‘She sometimes felt as if the city was
like a fragile egg’ (p68). Think about
the importance of imagery. Why did
the author use images instead of just
outlining the facts eg ‘He was tied to
the tree’ instead of ‘trussed up like a
hen against the tree’ (p70). As you read,
mark or make note of images which
appeal to you. Can you say why these
particular images appeal? Imagine if the
author had used historically inaccurate/
anachronistic imagery eg ‘The moon
shining on Brian Boru was round and
silver, like a Rolex watch’ instead of
timeless/lyrical imagery. Discuss with
your partner/group the images you
have noted so far and say what if
anything you think they contribute to
the novel.
 Revise and refine your visualisations of
life inside the city walls in 1014 by rereading this unit. Note the rich detail
about religious observance (pp55, 56,
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66), trade (pp63, 67), foods eaten (p67,
73, 74) personal possessions and family
life (pp75, 77, 78, 80) etc. Choose an
object mentioned (eg saffron cloak,
spiced cakes, richly carved chest,
beautifully crafted sword) and write
a radio advertisement offering it for
sale. Name your product, eg Birgit’s
Homebaked Honey Cakes, and write
a catchphrase/jingle for it. Think about
why people should buy your product
instead of a similar one from another
person/company, and aim your ad at
your target buyers. When you have
revised and reviewed your ad, record
it and ask your classmates to critically
assess its effectiveness: will it persuade
people to buy?
 Step-sisters Arna and Elva have a
somewhat difficult relationship. Elva
admires and looks up to her older sister
though Arna is sometimes deliberately
provocative and seems to enjoy seeing
Elva upset (p66). Discuss negative
and positive emotions and ways to
resolve conflict. Working in groups,
select five or six emotions and assign a
different colour to each. Cut strips of
paper in the agreed colours, eg yellow
for happiness, red for anger etc, and,
holding an appropriately coloured strip,
share a positive or negative memory
with your group. Listen to others in
your group sharing other memories as
they hold an appropriately coloured
strip of paper. Discuss how we might,
as a class, harness the more positive
emotions. Do you think Elva and Arna
might have handled their feelings in a
more positive manner?

WRITING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES

1. War
Think about current wars and conflicts all
over the world. Give examples and say why
you chose these. Think about situations
when western armies have intervened in
countries in the Middle East and in Africa,
and about times when they have not done
so. In groups, examine newspaper reports
about these conflicts and say whether you
think the media report on wars fairly and
with equal impartiality. Choose one report
of a war/serious conflict situation and
rewrite it from the point of view of a child/
senior citizen observer in his/her country.

2. Fair Warning
Kormlada is described as ‘beautiful and
cruel ... and she dabbles in dark magic,
to boot’ (p78). Birgit says that ‘her ways
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are not of the light’ (p79) and warns Arna
to stay away. But Arna does not appear
convinced. As someone closer in age to
Arna, could you write reasons that might
persuade her that Kormlada is someone to
avoid?

3. Insults and Injury
Those who lived within the city walls
used insulting terms about those they
considered outsiders, eg ‘bog boy’ (p28)
and ‘dogchild’ (p47). Niall was often
teased about his clumsiness (p56) and Arna
had once asked Beorn, ‘the very worst of
the mockers, if his grandfather had been a
mackerel’ (p65). How do comments like
this make you feel? Can you empathise
with the people insulted in these pages?
Draw a picture of yourself, or write four
or five positive things about yourself,
then swap with your partner. Take your
partner’s self-portrait and scrunch it in a
ball. When you get back your sheet, unroll
it and try to get rid of all the crease marks.
Can you? Or is your sheet still marked?
How did you feel scrunching the sheet/
picture of your partner? Did you feel
embarrassed? Uneasy? What can we learn
from this? (You can’t undo the scars/marks
that unkind words leave on a person.)

4. Norse Oaths
The woods ‘where the Norse used to
worship their heathen gods’ are described
as strange and scary, and the Ring of Tomar
is said to ‘have magical powers’ and that
the ‘Norse swore their oaths on it’ (p57).
Write an oath that might have been sworn
by a Norseman as he prepared for an
important event. Give details of the setting
and circumstances under which your
character is preparing to swear this oath.

5. Differing Perceptions
Sometimes we feel inadequate when we
compare ourselves with older siblings or
cousins. Dara, like Brian Boru, is a younger
brother and had always wanted to be as
fast and as skilful as his older brother (p55).
Experiment with differences: think about
times when you may have tasted different
flavours of a given product; think about
the smell, taste, feel – did each flavour
taste/smell/look the same? In groups of
five, each select small pieces of chocolate
in different flavour or slices of apple from
different varieties etc. Close your eyes,
taste one piece and savour it. Then give
one of your pieces to the person on your
left, and take a piece from them. Their
chocolate/apple/cereal tastes different but
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is it any less good/ valuable/useful etc? And
is it all right to prefer one to the other?
Work with your partner to convey, possibly
through drama or mime, the conversation
that Dara or Brian might have had with
their older brothers, and explain how they
felt. Remember to be true to the historical
period and think about what people of
their age and position might have felt.

6. Family Songs
Arna had sometimes told ‘stories of the
far north’ to Elva, and had sung beautiful
songs to her (p65). How do you think
Arna might have felt at these times? What
do you think she is thinking of? In groups,
write a song that Arna might have sung to
her sister, and see if you can set it to music
and perform it for the rest of the class. As
Arna is clever, funny and witty, your song
might be humorous and playful, or it might
be wistful and sad as Arna remembers her
mother and the beautiful songs she had
sung.

Part Three
21–22 April 1014
pp83–143
SUMMARY
There are seven chapters in Part 3, yet
the story once again takes place over
a mere two days. The ancient power of
Tomar’s Grove and of Kormlada’s dark
magic weave through the pages, evoking
an atmosphere of horror and death. Elva,
Skari and Dara begin to discover that
they may face more than mortal enemies,
though the human armies are now almost
in battle position. Elva has discovered
an old chest in which she finds a strange
necklace, white fur boots and gloves,
and a cloak of swan’s feathers. Weland,
shaking and ill, admits that he and Arna’s
mother had locked the arm-ring (for it is
not a necklace) in the chest, knowing its
powers might bring danger. He reminds
Elva that there are many powers not fully
understood by humans, powers of the
old gods and spirits who live in Tomar’s
Grove.
Dara, meantime, is nearing Tomar’s
Wood where his dead brother’s sword,
with its Norse hilt and Irish blade,
reacts to some strange force and Dara is
overwhelmed with feelings of desolation
and despair. The ancient magic has been
awoken. Kormlada, feeding on death and
destruction, channels Arna’s grief and
unhappiness, and convinces her to kill,
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but needs the sword and white cloak to
fully awaken the powers in Tomar’s Grove.
Tension builds as the troops prepare for
battle. The banshee is heard crying, and
King Brian feels keenly the futility of the
forthcoming war, knowing the destruction
it will bring. A rider on a horse offers
advice to Skari and later to Elva who finally
understands the real dangers for her stepsister and determines to risk everything to
save her.

DISCUSSION POINTS
Why do you think the author has
chosen to open Part Three with a
page written entirely in italics? What,
if anything, does it contribute to the
pace/tension/enjoyment of the story?
Can you think of other times when we
use different fonts and styles? Write
short sentences in bold/italics/different
fonts. Read each sentence aloud. Does
your voice/tone change? Choose five
or six verbs from the passage on pp83–
84 and write these in different fonts.
Sound out each verb. What do you
notice?
 There are many references to stories
from both Irish and Norse cultures –
the stories ‘of the far north’ that Arna’s
mother told her (p65), the reference to
Fionn and the Salmon of Knowledge
(p70) etc. Make notes of others as you
read. Elva and Magrit are told that
‘people are losing the knowledge of
their stories’ (p137). Consult a book
of Irish legends (eg The O’Brien Book
of Irish Fairy Tales and Legends) and/or
do some research and choose a lesserknown story. Read it through carefully,
thinking about how you might retell
it in your own words. What dramatic
conventions might you use to keep your
audience interested? If you record your
version you will be able to compare it
with the original. Ask your partner to
tell the same story and record it. How
much has the story changed in the
tellings?
 The face of the ‘tall, cloaked figure’
is hidden under a grey hood. Skari
can see ‘only one bright eye, as grey
as iron, looking out from under the
coarse grey hood’ (p130), yet he forms
a vivid impression of the stranger. What
senses does he use to form this ‘sense
of infinite pain and wisdom, of age and
of grief’ (p130). Think about how you
might describe something to a person
who cannot see at all, or how you
might ask a question of someone who
cannot hear. What gestures might you
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use? What strategies would you use?
Magrit says the man ‘has many names.
The All-Seeing One is one, though he
has but one eye …’ (p139). Can you
think of other names for this man?
Close your eyes and picture him and
then write down all the descriptive
words that come to mind. Does this
one-eyed man remind you of other
fictional characters eg in fantasy novels/
films? [eg Sauron and the Eye of Sauron
from The Lord of the Rings]. Discuss the
contribution of one-eyed characters
who may have more vision than the
fully-sighted and who sometimes
may see more than their two-eyed
counterparts.
 Taking two or three lines from the
text, examine them closely eg look at
the connectives used to build tension,
or the words that evoke feelings of
discomfort and disgust: ‘But then the
forest changed. First there was the
silence. … then there was the smell, …
a smell like iron and blood that caught
in their throats … ‘ (p99) … what came
oozing from the shells was ... a grey,
sticky mucus.’ Can you write a passage,
with your partner or collectively as a
class, which would paint a picture of
horror in the listeners’ minds when
read aloud? Maybe you could illustrate
the piece when finished? Try using only
black, white and one other colour.



WRITING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES

1. The Well
‘Looking down into it was like looking into
a deep well, a black pool. ... Deep in the
dark well, something was shining, bright as
the full moon’ (p89). Picture this well (or
alternatively an empty chest) – how big/
deep/wide/old is it? is it cold to the touch?
can you smell anything? where is it? how
did you chance upon it? etc On a blank
A4/A3 sheet, draw the outline of the well
or chest you have visualised and sketch in
a background to locate it in a place and
make it easier to share your image with
your partner/ whole class. Draw in any
objects you might find in the well/chest.
Can you say how you felt as you retrieved
these objects? Write a few paragraphs to
describe your feelings or the objects.

2. Fear
‘It was something that chilled her to ice
... It was terror’ (p93). Many authors
create terrifying characters to build
tension and suspense. Think about other
characters that instil fear and horror in the
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reader. Can you write a horror story in
approximately 500 words, in which you
successfully build a chilling atmosphere
and a sense of terror? Some authors have
written horror stories in 140 characters
and tweeted these. Can you do this? It’s
a lot more difficult than it might sound!
Have a ‘Fearsome Friday’ and share your
stories with the class or in assembly.

3. Valkyries
Elva and Magrit are asked if they’ve
heard of the Valkyries (p137). In Norse
mythology a Valkyrie was one of many
female figures who decided which
soldiers died in battle and which ones
lived. They were often accompanied by
ravens, and brought their chosen soldiers
to Valhalla, the afterlife hall ruled over by
the god Odin. The Ride of the Valkyries
is the popular term for the beginning of
Act III of Die Walküre, the second of the
four operas by Richard Wagner that make
up Der Ring des Nibelungen. Close your
eyes and listen to a few minutes of this
music. Listen to the piece a few times and
try to write a response poem. Read this to
your partner, then revise and redraft until
you are happy that it reflects something of
your response to the music.

4. The Futility of War
The tone is serious and dark as Brian
Boru reflects on the futility of war: ‘What
is this war about? A missing button, a
lost game of chess? A whiplash? … We
are all caught now. … battle is ugly, but
you will see beauty there: the courage
of men, their loyalty to each other. Self
sacrifice, even to death. And nobleness
of spirit … Christ, to see the flower of
youth mown down on such a lovely
strand, and on such a holy day’ (pp123,
124). Can you think of other leaders who
voiced similar contradictory sentiments
as they contemplated imminent battle?
Find poems or stories which express the
writers’ thoughts on the eve of war. You
might investigate the poems and stories of
Patrick Pearse, or other poets writing in the
early years of the twentieth century. Write
your immediate reaction to the poem or
story of your choice. Re-read the work a
few times and write your more considered
reaction a week later. Has your response
changed in any way?

5. Killing
Imagine how you might feel if you had
to prepare to kill another human. Can
you say how you’d feel heading out to
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war, knowing that you might not come
back? Write a letter to a loved one back
home. Try to express how you feel, but
remember that you don’t want to alarm or
upset them even more.

Part Four
23 April 1014
pp147–197
SUMMARY
There is great unease in Brodir’s camp, and
terrible visions keep the soldiers awake.
One-Eye foretells doom as the men pray
to Odin for victory. Only Kormlada, visiting
Sigurd’s ship, appears to thrive. Brian
blesses his men, giving them courage.
Then thousands of men and boys rush
at one another, howling battle-cries and
lashing out with swords. Skari realises that
his father has fallen. With his last breath,
Ragnall tells Skari that Dara is his halfbrother and that his mother still lives. On
and on the battle rages until it becomes
clear that Brian’s men are winning. Skari
notices a wave overwhelm Dara and
Turlough and rushes over – should he try to
help or leave them to their fate? Meanwhile
Elva confronts Kormlada in Tomar’s Grove,
but the queen wields the old magic and
Arna is bound, unconscious, in a circle by
the power of the whitethorn. Elva, with
some help, must overcome her fears if
she is to thwart Kormlada’s all-consuming
desire for power.

DISCUSSION POINTS


Cause and effect: consider the effects
of the landscape on Irish and on Norse
society in the early years of the eleventh
century. Ragnall dreams of walking the
cliffs with the wind from the sea in his
face (p106) … ‘I want you to go home
to Birsay, to be the master of our lands
in my place’ (p150). From the eighth
century onwards warriors crossed the
seas, and evidence of the Norsemen
is everywhere on the seventy islands
that make up Orkney. Investigate
the reasons the Norse initially left
their homes. The Brough of Birsay
is a tidal island (p45) – what, if any,
effect might this have on fishing and
farming? Imagine you are a journalist
at the time: travel to Scandinavia and
interview some people in their homes:
how do they feel now that so many of
their menfolk have been lost? Think of
the questions you need to ask. How
will you establish the facts without
intruding on their private grief?
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Ethics and morality: Skari had a choice:
– by the laws of battle the enemy
should be left to die; by the laws of
blood he should save one of his family.
He did not hesitate (p164). There was a
moment when he felt he wanted to be
dragged down, to give up everything
and breathe in water and night.
Should he go down into darkness and
cold? Or go up into light and warmth?
(p164). Skari is faced with difficult and
challenging choices and the decision
he makes will affect not only him but
another young boy and his family. With
your partner or with the class, think
about and discuss the choices he must
make and the consequences for each.
What might you choose to do in similar
circumstances?
 In Senegal they say that ‘when an old
man dies, a library burns.’ Do you think
this is true? Do you think it might have
been true in relation to King Brian’s
death? Why do you say so? Think of
questions you might have asked Brian
in that last week, and then think of
questions that his grandson Turlough
might have asked him. Do the type
of questions asked depend on the
relationship of the questioner and the
interviewee?
 Many of the popular tales of Brian’s
kingship come from Cogadh Gaedhel
re Gallaibh, an account of Viking wars
in Ireland, written over a century later
and responsible for his reputation as
the greatest king of Ireland before or
since. Yet there is no statue of Brian
Boru anywhere in the country. Why
might this be so? If you could design
a statue or commemorative sculpture,
how might you represent this man
and why? You might draw or design
your piece, and send it to your local
councillors for consideration.
 Visualisation: Dara ‘made a picture
in his head to give himself courage:
Brian’s face, smiling when they brought
the news of the victory to him’. When
Dara’s courage was faltering he tried ‘to
keep the picture of Brian in his head,
his sword in one hand, his crucifix in
the other’ (pp155,156). What mental
image might you create to give you
courage? Close your eyes and think of
someone or something that makes you
really happy. Might this image protect
you from your fears and give you
strength? Try this when you are on your
own, and practise doing it so that the
image will come to you easily should
you need it.
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The Vikings would have told the story
of the battle in saga around their fires.
The Irish might have composed songs
or told of it in exaggerated stories.
Nowadays news of the battle would be
tweeted and posted to social media sites
within seconds and the 24 hour news
media would be reporting live from
the Battle of Clontarf. Journalists would
interview the injured and those fleeing
the battle. How might a Viking reporter
have dealt with the story? Could it be
reported as a success for their side?
With your classmates discuss the ethics
and morality of interviewing grieving
families ‘live’. Is it right to broadcast the
live reactions of those grieving for their
relations? Is it right for the viewers to
demand such reporting? etc.
 Do you think that Brian Boru was a
good commander of his army? Why
do you say so? If you were Brian, what
battle orders might you have given
your troops? Consider the location of
the town walls and the rivers, Tomar’s
Grove, the position of the Norse ships
etc before you answer.
 Language: Gaeilge. Le linn na 800í agus
na 900í, tháinig na Lochlannaigh go
hÉirinn. Chuir siad futhu agus bhunaigh
siad lonnaíochtaí ar chósta na hÉireann
m sh Corcaigh, Luimneach srl. The
names of places where we live are
important because they hold many of
the stories from our past and can give
valuable information on where we
have come from and what work we did
in the past eg Cornmarket, Fishamble
Street in Dublin city. The Norse
introduced the use of coins to Ireland,
along with words like ‘margadh’
[market] and ‘pingin’ [penny]. It is also
said that almost every placename on
Orkney goes back to the Viking age, as
do many family names and some words
still used in daily conversation. Can you
investigate Orcadian placenames and
see if you can find evidence to support
this claim?
 Placenames: Many placenames or
logainmneacha in Ireland remind us
of our Viking past, eg Sitric Place,
Oxmantown Road, Norseman Court,
Olaf Road, Ard Righ Road (all in Dublin
7); Daneswell Road (off Botanic Road,
Dublin 9) etc. Others like ‘Fingal‘
came from Irish eg Fionn ghall or ‘fair
foreigner’, most likely referring to the
blond-haired Scandinavians. Cá háit
a bhfuil cónaí ortsa? An bhfuil a fhios
agat caidé is brí leis an ainm sráide nó
aimn tuaithe? See if you can locate
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street names directly related to people
and places mentioned in the novel, eg
Brodir Row, Murtagh Road, Malachi
Road, Thor Place etc.
 Brian’s family occupied a fort in the
area of Killaloe, Co Clare. Kincora,
the fort associated with Brian himself,
has disappeared, but Béal Boru still
exists outside the town. Investigate
the origins of Viking towns such as
Limerick, Waterford, Wexford and
Carlingford. Find some interesting facts
about Killaloe, Brian’s birthplace and
seat of his High Kingship; Cashel in
Co Tipperary where he was crowned
Ard Rí na hÉireann; Clontarf in Dublin
where he died, and Armagh in Co
Antrim where he is buried. Can you
design and write a short leaflet for
tourists based on your research?
Information about events centred on
these four key locations with links
to Brian’s life can be found on www.
BrianBoruMillennium.ie

WRITING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES

1. Patron Saints
In 1014, Good Friday fell on 23 April.
Easter is a movable feast but Shakespeare’s
birthday and St George’s Day are always
celebrated on that date. St George has
been the patron saint of England since
the thirteenth century and 23 April is
traditionally the date on which to gather
fully opened dandelion flowers for
dandelion wine. The leek is associated
with the patron saint of Wales, St David,
and leek and potato soup is often served
on the first day of March. The shamrock
is associated with St Patrick, but there
is no plant particularly associated with
England’s patron saint. Having researched
some of the stories about St George (eg
‘The Golden Legend’), choose a plant
which might serve as a national symbol
for England and write a story or legend to
explain his association with that plant.

2. Digital Puppeteering
Try to represent the divisions of both
armies using technology eg invent a game
with Scratch, a programming language for
children. Or draw the battlefield near the
mudflats, the soldiers and banners etc and
scan onto your school website. The pattern
of the groups of men is clearly set out on
pp154,156 but Arna’s dream description
of Dublin to Elva, how it ‘looked like a
child’s toy as she rose over it’ (p142) might
be useful for the background.
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3. Wise Women
Earl Sigurd’s mother was an Irish Volva.
Volvas lived on the offerings of those
who came to ask for advice. Magrit, from
whom Elva sought help, was known as the
Volva (p79), the Wise Woman of Dublin
(p132). Write a spell that might protect Jarl
of the Orkneys, Sigurd the Stout’s herald
from the ‘spell attached’ to the banner
(p127).

4. Roving Reporter
Interview your classmates: some might
take the role of the victorious soldiers,
others injured Vikings, some the curious
bystanders in Marino and Clontarf. Can
you find Brian’s wife? Will she give you
her reaction to the death of her husband?
Record your interview and broadcast a
clip or two on the school website.

5. Symbols
We are told that the ‘symbols of Dublin:
Thor’s hammer, the three flames, the
palace itself’ are on the queen’s banners
(p111). Those symbols must have
represented Dublin in the year 1014.
Think about the city of Dublin a thousand
years later. Design a crest that would
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best represent the city in the twenty-first
century. Would you include the Spire?
The GPO? Some musical instrument? Or
choose another city and design a crest for
that place eg Limerick – would Thomond
Park feature on your crest?

6. Make Your Own
Brian Boru was killed on Good Friday and
in his time preparations for Easter began
on this day: it was a strict fast day – you
weren’t allowed to cut wood or fish or kill
animals. Women cleaned the houses and
barns and farmyard, and you could sow a
few potatoes. Eggs laid were marked with
a cross and kept to be eaten on Easter
Day. Later (in the Middle Ages) bread was
baked and marked with a cross. The sky
was believed to get dark between midday
and three o’clock in the afternoon, and if
it rained or was cold it was thought to be
nature in mourning (comhbhrón na ndúl).
Find a recipe and make Hot Cross Buns,
or see if you can persuade your teacher to
make some with the class.

7. Poetry

Truth seeker is the kenning for ‘sword’;
battle sweat=blood; whale road=sea etc.
Write a kenning for ‘teacher’, for ‘Viking’
etc. Read ‘Pangur Bán’s Revenge’ by Iggy
McGovern (Something Beginning with P,
The O’Brien Press, p90): which style of
poetry do you prefer? Can you say why?

SEE ALSO
Brian Boru by Morgan Llywelyn
(O’Brien Press, Dublin)
 1014: The Battle for Ireland by Morgan
Llywelyn. History book aimed at adults,
but easily read by interested children
(O’Brien Press, Dublin)
 The Story of Ireland by Brendan O’Brien
(O’Brien Press, Dublin)
 ‘Pangur Bán’s Revenge’ by poet Iggy
McGovern, Something Beginning with P
p90 (notes on www.obrien.ie) (O’Brien




Press, Dublin)
Your local library, for books such as
The Guide to the National Monuments
of Ireland by Peter Harbison, which
contains details of many monastic
settlements in Ireland which were
attacked by the Vikings.

‘Kenning’ is an old Norse or AngloSaxon word used by poets to describe
something in a two-word metaphor.

Other books by Eithne Massey

Eithne Massey is a graduate of University
College Dublin and NUI Maynooth, and
a short-story writer. She has worked with
the Arts Council and as a librarian. Her
interest in mythology has been a lifelong
one. Although she lives in Dublin, she is
often found traveling to old and secret
places around the country.
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